The survey was conducted ASAP since the respondents needed to leave the country in two weeks' time. The survey was conducted as soon as possible since the respondents needed to leave the country in two weeks' time. Overused expressions or ideas whose original meaning or effect is lost. Transitions play an important role in the development of an academic essay. They help to create a sense of coherence and provide signposting for the reader to follow the writer's thread of thought. Choosing the appropriate transition that makes the logical connection will ensure that the reader understands the text in the way the author had intended. For example, the word lesser is often used as a comparative form for less as in: This experiment was completed in lesser time than expected. The members of the society or community can visit these libraries to enhance their knowledge and complete their research. Importance of Libraries. Libraries play a vital role in providing people with reliable content. They encourage and promote the process of learning and grasping knowledge. A library is a very useful platform that brings together people willing to learn. It helps us in learning and expanding our knowledge. We develop our reading habits from a library and satisfy our thirst and curiosity for knowledge. This helps in the personal growth of a person and development. We must not give up on libraries due to the digital age. Nothing can ever replace the authenticity and reliability one gets from a library. FAQs on Library and Its Uses. Q.1 Why are libraries important? Try the new Google Books. Check out the new look and enjoy easier access to your favorite features. Try it now. An Essay Upon Study: Wherein Directions are Given for the Due Conduct By John Clarke. Wherein directions are given for the due conduct thereof, and the collection of a library, proper for the purpose, consisting of the choicest books in all the several Parts of Learning. By John Clarke, Master of the Publick Grammar-School in Hull. Clarke, John, 1687-1734. Date. Dublin : printed by S. Powell, for Edward Exshaw, at the Bible on the Blind-Key, near Cork-Hill, MDCCXXXVI. [1736]. Physical description.